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Abstract 
Packed bed electrochemical cells have come to recent prominence as a convenient way to 

provide a large area cathode of nickel and/or palladiwn, in the search for "excess heat" production. In 
such cells, the electrolyte is constrained to flow axially, parallel to the direction of net current flow. 
Calorimetry can be performed by measuring the mass flow rate and temperature rise of the electrolyte 
in its transit through the cell. 

This paper focuses on aspects of electrochemistry, electrochemical engineering and 
calorimetry that are peculiar to flow-through packed-bed cells. Results will be presented of 
calculations intended to characterize the distribution of electrochemical process: current, potential and 
composition, within the heterogeneous structure of the packed bed cathode. The interpenetrating, 
continuous conductive elements formed by the solid phase metallic conductor (coating) and the pore
filling electrolyte phase, extended in the dimension of current flow, form a system which can be 
modeled as an electrochemical transmission line. The results of such modeling can be used to predict 
the depth of electrochemical activity within a packed bed, and to estimate the profile of hydrogen 
activity. 

1. Introduction 
By far the most effective method of assessing the distribution of process inside an extended 

heterogeneous electrode is by making use of the transmission line analogy. Briefly, the 
interpenetrating solid and electrolyte volwnes of the porous electrode are replaced by their resistivities 
per unit length in the direction of the imposed current flux, with the interfacial impedance distributed 
in between. The electrode may be treated1 as "one-dimensional" provided that quantities such as the 
electrical potential, V, current flux, I, and reactant concentration, c, vary only with depth within the 
electrode (i.e., in the direction of the imposed field), and not with lateral position. The local values of 
V, I, and c may then be replaced by their average values in a plane perpendicular to the applied electric 
field gradient. 

The electrode may be represented by a finite transmission line of the form shown in 
Figure 1. A solution to this problem was first achieved by Lord Kelvin2 and has been applied widely 
to membrane impedance problems since 1905.3-5 Some 40 years later, this model was first used in 
electrochemistry by Coleman6 and has subsequently been extended,7-15 notably by deLevie.9•11 
Briefly, solutions are required to a set of differential equations of the form 
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where subscripts e and s refer to the electrolyte and solid phases, I = Is + le, and s = Vs - Ve. 
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Figure 1 The transmission line model. 
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For the Patterson cell geometry shown in Figure 2, the current flows (in parallel to the 
electrolyte) through electrolyte and solid phase resistances that are effectively independent of the 
distance within the bed, x. 

For this case, an analytical solution for the transmission line impedance, Zn, is easily 
obtained from equations [ l] - [3], provided that the interfacial impedance can be considered also to be 
independent of x. 

[4] 

where y = [Y (rs + re)]l/2 and l is the bed length. 
Equation [4] is an extremely powerful tool to examine, by ac means,14,15 the electrochemical 

characteristics of processes occurring within a packed-bed flow-through electrode. 

The de problem of the distribution of electrochemical activity with an extended bed electrode is 
more complex because of the intrinsic voltage non-linearity of electro-kinetic processes. One effective 
stratagem is to use a discrete transmission line model.

1
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15 
In this approach, the continuous 

transmission line shown schematically in Figure la, comprising an infinite number of infinitesimally 
small sections as shown -in Figure l b, is replaced by the series sum of a (large but finite) number of 
segments containing discrete circuit elements of the form shown in Figure 1 b. In this way we can 
impose an arbitrary functionality on the three elements Y.1x, refil and rsfil, as these change with 
current density, overvoltage, composition, temperaiure etc, along the axis of the bed, x. The 
advantage of the discrete approach is that it allows complete generality, and the use of standard 
formulae for the kinetics of electrochemical processes. 

2. Model Parameters 
The following assumptions, constraints, dimensions and equations were used in our model 

calculations: 

• The bed is considered to be a cylinder of radius R = 0.75 cm, containing 1 cm3 of coated resin 
beads. The beads are modeled as a hexagonally close packed (hep) array of monodisperse spheres of 
diameter 0.075 cm (r = 0.0375 cm). The fraction of volume occupied by hep spheres. <I> =  74% 
(= 1Cl3../f), and the interfacial area presented in such an array is 29.6 cm2 cm-3 (1C/3V2 r), or 52.34 
cm3 cm-1 along the axis of the cylinder. 

• The electrolyte phase resistivity is that for IM Li2SO4 at 25°C (Pe =  6 .7 Q cm). In the 
calculation we need to know the resistance per unit length, which is modified by the volume porosity 
(<I>) and cross sectional area of the bed, 

re = 2 1t R Pe (1 - <I>) 

= 14 .5 Q cm-1 
[5] 

• The solid phase resistivity. The flow of electrons in a "Patterson" packed bed occurs via the 
thin conformal metal coating on the surface of each sphere. In a well packed bed for which inter
sphere contact resistances can be neglected, we can evaluate the resistivity of a hep array of coated 
spheres. by direct integration. For a coating of thickness t, 

and 

Phcp 0.89 
= 

2 
where q = t/2r. 

Ps (q - q ) 

rs = 1.78 1tR/(q - q2) Q cm-1 

[6] 

[7] 
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Figure 2 CETI/Patterson Packed-Bed Flow-Through Electrochemical Cell 



For a coating thickness of 2 µm (t = 2 x I0-4 cm) of palladium and/or nickel 
(Ps = 10-5 n cm), 

rs= 0.034 Q cm-1 

• The electrochemical process. The hydrogen evolution reaction on Group 8 metal surfaces has 
been studied extensively. Nevertheless the detailed mechanisms remain little understood, and the 
kinetics poorly quantified. The use of ac impedance measurements in association with a discrete 
extension of equation [ 4] has the potential to greatly reduce the uncertainties of electrochemical 
mechanisms and rates in packed bed structures. Until this is completed we have chosen to employ a 
simple Butler-Volmer form for the expected voltage dependence of the electrochemical process; 

i(x) = i0 { exp [anF�(x)/R11- exp [(a-1) nF�(x)/R11} 

where i0 is the exchange current density 
a is the barrier transfer coefficient 
n is the number of electrons transferred 
F is the Faraday constant 
T is the absolute temperature 
� is the kinetic component of the overvoltage 

[8] 

The use of equation [8] assumes that the hydrogen evolution rate within the bed is compositionally 
independent. This assumption has two parts; i0 is �dependent of electrolyte composition, and i0 is 
independent of the activity of hydrogen adsorbed onto the packed bed surface. In a flowing 
electrolyte system, and at modest or low current densities, the first assumption is likely to be valid as 
the electrolyte composition will change little during its transit through the bed. The effect of hydrogen 
atom activity on i0 may require further examination and discussion. 

The following values were used to calculate the results shown in Figures 3 and 4: i0 was 
varied from I0-4 to 3 x lQ-3 A cm-2, a= 1/2, n = 1, F = 96485 C mol-1, and T = 25°C (278.15K). 

3. Model Mechanics 
In the transmission line model, as in the packed bed, the applied current enters the solid phase 

(via an appropriate current contact). At one end of the transmission line (the first element in a discrete 
model), all of the current is conveyed by electron motion in the solid. A local kinetic overvoltage is 
established between the solid and electrolyte phases which drives the electrochemical process. As a 
consequence of this overvoltage, an interfacial current flows between the solid and electrolyte phases 
such that, at the opposite end of the transmission line (the last discrete element), no current flows in 
the solid phase. All the current injected at one end into the solid electronic conductor, is carried at the 
other end by the motion of ions in the electrolyte. 

Since there are no lateral leakage paths it is easy to see that the current, I, injected at one end, 
must flow either in the solid phase. 15(x), or in the electrolyte phase, Ie(x), and nowhere else, so that 
these are complementary functions; 

I = 15(x) + Ie(x) [9] 

As these currents flow, respectively, through the solid and electrolyte phase resistances, the potentials 
in these phases increase due to the accumulated IR drops; 

In the discrete model, these integrals are replaced by summations. 



At any position, x, the kinetic overvoltage between the solid and electrolyte phase drives the 
electrochemical process; 

s(x) = Ve(x) - V s(x) [ 1 1] 

The interfacial current density is given by equation [8]. 

Calculations were performed using a 1000 element discrete transmission line. The current and 
voltage distributions in this mesh were solved using equations [8] - [ 1 1], by adjusting the local 
overvoltage in the first element, s(0), iteratively to make the solid phase current in the last element, 
Is(L) = 0. 

4. Results 

Figure 3 shows the results of a series of calculations made at constant cathodic current (0. l A), 
but varying exchange current density. The parameters plotted are the solid phase current, Is, and the 
kinetic overvoltage, s, both as a function of distance, x, from the current collector at the bottom of the 
bed. 

The current, Is, is plotted as thinner lines referenced to the left axis of Figure 3. This current 
necessarily enters the bed at the imposed level, 0. l A, and declines monotonically to zero at the top of 
the packed bed where free electrolyte emerges in the direction of the anode. For all cases considered, 
the interfacial impedance is large; that is i0 is small, reflecting the known sluggish kinetics of the 
hydrogen evolution reaction. Because of this, the profile of ls(x) is dominated by the (relatively 
large) electrolyte phase resistivity, and shows little variation with i0. 

The overvoltage profile exhibits a much larger dependence on the exchange current density. 
For large values of i0 (fast kinetics) very little of the bed, and very little voltage, is needed for the 
imposed current to traverse the interface. At i0 

= 3 mA cm-2, less than 0.2 cm of the bed can be 
considered to be active. At i0 

= 0. 1 mA cm-2, the top of the bed is approximately twice as active as 
the bottom, but all of the bed will be in effective operation. 

5. Discussion 

Considerable attention has been focused in recent years on the appearance of anomalous 
excess heat in Pd/D systems, and the correlation of this heat with the level of loading of deuterium 
into the palladium lattice.21 Anomalous excess heat has been reported for the Patterson cell22 as well 
as for other light water experiments employing palladium and nickel cathodes.19, 20 Very much less 
is known about the appearance and correlation of this thermal anomaly with proton loading, than is 
known from D/Pd experiments. 

The direct measurement of hydrogen ( or deuterium) loading in a packed bed cathode presents 
obvious difficulties. Nevertheless, we believe that it is important to estimate the probable distribution 
of this property. The following discussion which must remain speculative until further measurements 
are made, is an attempt to predict the distribution of hydrogen loading in a Pd coated packed bed 
cathode based on transmission line modeling. 

We begin by noting that the loading of deuterium into palladium cathodes in alkaline 
environments exhibits a roughly logarithmic dependence on current density. This relationship is 
evident in the data of Hasegawa et al.,23 from which we can deduce the following empirical 
relationship 

m = m* + y log
10 

(iii*) [ 12] 

where: m is the D/Pd atomic ratio; m = m* at a selected reference current, i = i*; and the slope y = 

3%/decade from the Hasegawa data. 

We also observe equation [ 12] to hold over a range of current densities, in our own 
experiments but we can distinguish two different modes of behavior. For electrodes that load 
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"poorly", we measure a slope, y, very similar to the 3% evidenced by Hasegawa. 23 For "better" 
loading electrodes, we see a much steeper functionality, with slope y between 6% and 9% per decade. 

Lacking further information, we make the following assumptions. That: 

i) A palladium coating behaves similarly to bulk palladium with respect to 
interfacial kinetics and loading characteristics. 

ii) Cathodes in light water electrolytes load similarly to those in heavy water 
electro 1 ytes. 

iii) The current density/loading functionality in IM lithium sulfate is similar to that in 
IM lithium hydroxide. 

If this sequence of assumption is sound then we can use equation [12] in association with the 
interfacial current density calculated using the transmission line model, to estimate, approximately, the 
loading profile in the packed bed cathode. The heavy line in Figure 4 plots the interfacial current 
density, i(x), against distance within the bed, for one of the cases solved and presented in Figure 3 
(I= 0. IA, i0 = 0.001A). This line is steeply curved, again suggesting that only the top millimeter or 
two of the bed show high levels of activity. Because of the logarithmic dependence with loading, 
however, the expected profiles of hydrogen loading are somewhat less steep. The two thin lines in 
Figure 4 show the profiles of loading calculated from equation [12] using two (approximately 
limiting) values of y. The lower line is calculated for a value of y = 3%, and predicts a rather 
unimpressive profile of loading. The upper line, on the other hand, calculated for y = 6%, suggests 
that potentially interesting values of loading (H/Pd � 0.9) are attainable at the top of the packed bed 
cathode of Pd-coated spheres. 

6. Summary and Conclusions 
Using a discrete transmission line model, calculations were performed to estimate the profile 

of electrochemical parameters inside a single example of a CETI flow-through, packed-bed cathode. 
In this calculation the only significant uncertainty is in assigning the correct value to the interfacial 
exchange current density, i0. Four values were used covering the anticipated range of i0 for a nickel or 
palladium surface coating in IM Li2SO4. 

In other electrolytes, the loading of hydrogen into palladium has been observed to depend 
approximately logarithmically on the interfacial current density. Based on the calculated profile of this 
parameter, we have been able to estimate a profile for the hydrogen loading within a Pd-coated packed 
bed cathode. This parameter is very difficult to measure experimentally. 

Based on our calculation we are able to draw the following conclusions. 

i) Calculations were performed for a relatively short bed (0. 57 cm in the direction of current and 
electrolyte flow). This bed nevertheless exhibits a substantial dispersion of process. The end 
of the bed closest to the anode (furthest from the current contact) is the most active; this problem 
is exacurbated at high values of the exchange current density, i0• 

ii) As a corollary to (i), the packed bed structure provides a convenient means to increase the area 
accessed by an electrochemical process. Because of the fall-off in activity with distance from 
the end of the bed, however, this accessed area does not increase substantially with bed length, 
for lengths greater than some critical value. The bed length employed by Patterson/CETI 
appears well matched to the expected electrochemical characteristics. 

iii) Consistent with the assumptions used to transform the three-dimensional packed bed to its one
dimensional mathematical model, the radius of the bed is a free-scaling dimension. The 
accessed area can be increased without penalty, by increasing the bed radius. 

iv) Even for relatively thin metal coatings, the solid phase conductivity is much greater than that for 
any aqueous electrolyte. Accordingly the profile of current within the bed, and overall bed 
impedance, is controlled by the electrolyte phase resistivity. Increased active area can be 
achieved by fluidizing the bed, effectively increasing the solid phase resistivity so that it matches 
more closely the electrolyte phase. 
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v) By making some assumptions about the dependence of hydrogen loading on current density, we 
have estimated approximate limits for H/Pd profiles within the CETI packed bed. These 
profiles suggest that, for a plausible set of electrochemical parameters, modest H/Pd loadings 
are to be expected throughout the bed. With the most favorable loading/current density 
functionality, we expect intensive loading (H/Pd � 0.9) to be achieved only at the most active 
end of the bed. 
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